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International Collaboration Crucial to ASEAN+3 Region's Economic
Recovery
Amid the COVID-19 pandemic, AMRO deepens our exchange and collaboration with peer
Regional Financing Arrangements (RFAs) to exchange information and knowledge, as well
as to provide a platform for thought leaders to converse about the challenges that lie ahead.
This year's RFA Research Seminar highlights the financial risks that are surfaced by the
pandemic, and what policymakers and financial institutions can do to address them.
Read more about the 4th RFA Research Seminar

Publications
Coming Home: Are Remittances in
the ASEAN+3 Another Victim of the
Pandemic?
This analytical note by Edmond Choo Chiang
Yong and Anne Oeking studies the impact of
the COVID-19 pandemic on migrant workers
and remittances, which plays an important
role in several ASEAN+3 economies.
Read the analytical note

Press Releases
Malaysia: Forging a Strong and
Resilient Recovery in the PostPandemic New Normal
The Malaysian economy is set to contract by
5.5 percent in 2020, and to recover strongly by
7.0 percent next year due to a vaccine-led
global economic recovery.
Read the press release

Commentaries
ASEAN+3 in the COVID-Era: AMRO’s
10 Recommended Commentaries of
2020
These 10 commentaries sum up the key
economic developments across the
ASEAN+3 region, enhanced regional
financial cooperation, as well as AMRO’s
organizational activities in 2020.
Read the blog

International Financial Institutions’
Response to Countries’ Diverse
Needs Amid COVID-19
This blog by Beomhee Han and Naoto
Watanabe details how the IMF and other
international financial institutions in helping
countries mitigate the economic impact of
the COVID-19 pandemic.
Read the blog

Supporting Hong Kong’s Businesses
and Households in the “New
Normal”
The COVID-19 pandemic has accelerated the
development of e-commerce and digital
payments in Hong Kong, China. This opinion
piece by Justin Lim explores the implications
of a widening digital divide.
Read the blog
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